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Thats it
That's all we briefly want-
ed to tell you about tools
generally and ORIGINAL
WEINIG CUTTER
IIEADS in particulat,
about their properties and
avantages and how you
can exploit them to the
full.

Flave you any questions or
problems? Then please
contact us.

Use the attached reply
card or give us a ring
(Phone 7 04/872-98 43).

Or contact your local
Weinig agent or'Weinig
Company.
'We 

are always at your ser-
vice and shall be only too
pleased to advise and help
you.

If you wanted to know
why we have gone for
ORIGINAL WEINIG
CUTTERS FIEADS thE
answer is simple. You
cant' expect the leading
manufacturer of moulders
to put up with second best
can you?

Its the tool
that does the
lob.

what am I
looking for!
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The tools with this ap-
proval label are approved
for ht€chanical feed sys-
tems (i.e. on moulders,
planers and double
ended
tenoners.

mech. Vorschub
n : max. 6000

Its the tool
that counts

The best machine is only
as good as its tools
because it's the tooling
that does the job when
machining wood.

As a leading manufacturer
and supplier of moulding
machines worldwide we
know what we are talking
about and this is why all
of our machines should be
equipped with
Original
llrfeinig tiooling

In addition:

This is why we have built
a factory in the Swiss Jura
mountains which produces
nothing else but tools,
tools and even more tools.

There in the heart of the
watch and clock industry
German expertise is com-
bined with Swiss precision.
There could be no better
marriage to the beneht of
both our moulding ma-
chines and our customers
throughout the world.

There is no need for any
restriction in the stock
removal rate in this case.

An open type of system
can be used.
Due to the danger of kick-
back these tools for mech-
anical feed systems are not
permitted for other types
of feed.

The following is applicable
for âll tools.

They must bear a penna-
nent mark showing manu-
facturer's name and the
admissible speed per
minute.
The speed given on the
tools must never be ex-
ceeded.
The method of locking the
knives within the cutter
head must prevent the
knife from moving during
operation or rotation of
the cutter head.

WEINIG tools fulf,rl these
requirements in all
respects of both perform-
ance and safety.
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What is the
choice

Both solid profile cutters
and loose knife cutter
heads are employed for
woodworking.

Sol¡d prcfile cutters
are selÊcontained, each
being a complete cutter
and head. This means to
say that the tool can only
be used for one single pro-
file and cannot be
changed.

Every individual profile
needs its own tool and in
some cases more than one,
particularly when different
types of timber require diÊ
ferent g¡ades of material to
the cutting edge and of
course after repeated
grinding the tool is
finished and lands on the
scrap heap or at the best
needs to be retipped
usually at great expense in
terms of down time and
money.

Solid cutters are face
ground. Due to the neces-
sary clearance angle on the
back of the tool the profile
automati cally changes
every time tool is reground.
In other words it is not
possible to guarantee a
true profile.

Solid cutters still have
their place but only for
very special products.

For example dowels and
ggooving cutters etc.

Better safe
than sorry
The machine doesn't know
the difference between a
piece of wood and your
hand.
The factory safety acts
have been drawn up to
prevent injury.

The following is to be
observed particularly
where tools are concemed.

Only tools with this ap-
proval label are permitted
for hand
feed.

BG-TEST
ZU - (Zahl)

Standards set:
O Stock removal limited

to maximum 1.1 mm
O Circular form as far as

possible
O Close fitting table plates

It is not forbidden to use
these tools on moulding
machines with mechanical
feed but the feed speed is
automati cally restricted by
the limited chip removal
rate.

IIOû€: Safety rules and
regulations may vary from
Country to Country.
Machines should always
be operated and tooling
used in accordance with
the safety rules and condi-
tions applying.

I

BG-TEST
ZU - (Zaht)

<-
1.1 mm
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Axial constanti<
I

O Reduced set-up times
through axial constant
ground tools.

Ü More frequent jointing
and less frequent sharp-
ening as a result of the
true concentricity of
Weinig Hydro-heads.

I Quick knife fitting
through precision selra-
tions.

To sum it up:

ORIGINAL WEINIG
CUTTER FIEADS

Ë improve quality
I save time
C cut costs

Loose knife heads are
tools made up of the cut-
ter head and knives. These
can be smooth (ie planing
knives) or have serrated
backs (ie prof,rle knives).

These knives can be
replaced at any time in a
matter of seconds.

Consequently, a number
of profìles can be produced
with one and the same
tool body - simply by
changing knives.

This system gives you
more flexibility by allow-
ing you not only to choose
the right size of knife rela-
tive to the profìle but also
the knive material (H.S.S./
T C.T/Stellite) relative to
the material to be
moulded.

The grinding of the knives
is always carried out in
connection with the profìle
template directly at the
cutting edge, this ensures
absolute profile precision
no matter how many
times the knife is resharp-
ened and clearance angles
can be chosen to suit tim-
ber type and conditon.
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fl *"'constant

By maintaining the same
distance between the end
face of the cutter block
and the start of the profile
large savings in setting
time can be made because
the cutting spindle has to
be adjusted in the axial
plane every time a tool is
changed. We call this axial
constant.

The easy declsion

Solid profile cutters or a
loose knife tool.

tlaving read and seen the
facts we are sure you are

nOw of the same opinion
¿ts us.

So this is why we onlY
produce a loose knife tool-
ing system. Our Or¡g¡nal
utfe¡n¡g cutter heads
for both planing and
moulding.

Ata
glance
Only the original WEINIG
CUTTER TIEAD SYS.
TEM offers you such a
wide range of possibilities.

O Only one tool body for
any profile in any type
of wood

O Inexpensive production
of the profile knives on
the IVEINIG RONDA-
MAI All under your
own control.

O nexibility for indivi-
dual profile accuracy

O Maximum concentricity
and true-to-profile accu-
racy with minimum
stock removal due to
serrated back knives.
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ìltËinig offer mone
By this we mean every
product you wish to pro-
duce with true to profile
dimensions, first class
quality of fìnish can be
achieved qu¡cldy, inex-
pens¡vely, and without
pnoþlems.

For example:
A complete range of tools
and hardening oven for
the production of tem-
plates.

A precision setting stand
for both planing and pro-
file knives.

Electronic measuring
stand with magnifying
scope, digital readouts and
printout systems.

Vernier device for measur-
ing the radius and height
of the tool.

Jointer presetting device
for precision profiling of
jointing stones.

Be self
sufficient
You are more flexible and
independent with Or¡g¡-
nal l,tþ¡n¡g cutter
heads because you can
produce your own profile
knives.

This is a quick, troublefree
and inexpensive operation.

This is true for any order,
any batch size and any
type of profile.

It's a very simple opera-
tion: First you make a pro-
file template from an
existing profile of a draw-
ing on a scale 1:1.

According to this template
you can now prohle within
a few minutes the high
speed steel, stellite or car-
bide-tipped blanks on our
Rondamat grincÍing
machine.

That's all. You then have a
ready-to-use moulding
tool.
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Cutter head
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Blank
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Prohle
template

'W'orkpiece

sample
Prohle
drawing
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when
planing...
A series of ridges is pro-
duced when planing with
a rotary cutter. The dis-
tance between one ridge
and the next corresponds
with the distance between
the start and finish of the
cut by the different cutting
knives. This distance is
called the pitch. It is also
known as the arc mark,
pitch mark or cutting
mark.

The longer the pitch is the
more visible it becomes
and the more "wavy" the
planed surface.
Or to put it the other way
round: the surface finish
of the workpiece is all the
more smoother and better
the shorter the pitch mark
is.
The pitch of the cutter
mark (s2) depends upon
the feed speed (v), with
which the machine is run-
ning, the speed (n) of the
spindles and the number
of knives (z) in the cutting
tool.

This can be calculated
according to this formula.

Fnom one sounce
'Whatever demands you
may make on the quality
of the surface finish and
no matter how fast you
wish to produce you will
find the most suitable tool
in the WEINIG TOOL
SYSTEM.

O The WEINIG PLANER
IIEAD No. 500 suitable
for feed speeds below
15 m/min., with accesso-
ries.

O The WEINIG HYDRO
PLANER FIEADS NOS.

501 and 502 suitable for
higher feed speeds, with
accessories.

O The WEINIG PROFILE
CUTTER FIEAD No. 503
suitable for feed speeds
under 15 m/min., with
accessories.

O The WEINIG HYDRO
PROFILE CUTTER
FIEAD No. 504 suitable
for higher feed speeds,
with accessories.

O \A/EINIG CUTTER
HEAD No. 508 suitable
for feed speeds under
15 m/min., with accesso-
ries.

O The WEINIG HYDRO
TONGUE AND
GROOVE CUTTER
I{EAD No. 508 suitable
for higher feed speeds,
with accessories.

For fouÞslded planlng

For prcfiling

For prcfiling of tongues and gnooves
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Z:20Z: 16Z: 14Z: 12Z: I0z:8z:6z:4z:3z:2

0.330.420.550.831.1 11.67V: 20

0.50.630.831.25r.672.5V: 30

0.550.670.831.111.672.223.33V: 40

0.s90.690.83r.041.392.082.784.77V: 50

0.620.7 r0.831.01.25r.672.5
.l a1J.JJ5.0V: 60

0.660.830.9s1.1 I1.33r.672.223.334.44V: 80

0.83r.041.191.38r.672.082.784.t7V: 100

1.0t.25t.42r.672.02.53.35.0V: 120

1.161.45t.67r.942.332.9r3.88V: 140

r.251.s61.782.082.503.124.17V: 150

1.33t.671.902.222.663.334.44V: 160

r.42r.772.022.362.833.544.72V: 170

1.501.872.r42.53.03.7s5.0V: 180

r.672.082.382.773.334.t65.55V:200

Knife marks with jointed hydro-tools
n : 6000 rpm.

V: feed speed in m/min.
sz : cutter mark in mm

r6

SZ:

n : speed of spindles per minute
z : number of knives

V x 1000

nxz lmml The pitch or distance be-
tween the cutter marks
will be decided by the sur-
face quality you require on
the finished timber.
For instance if a high qual-
ity finish is reqired as for
fumiture pafis the pitch
mark must be very short.
On the other hand if no
particular importance is
attached to the quality of
the surface fìnish, for
example, for structural
timber used in the build-
ing industry, a longer
pitch mark can be
accepted.

From experience it is
known that a good surface
finish can be obtained
with a pitch mark of
approx. 1.5-1.7 mm. With
a still shorter pitch mark
the quality of the surface
finish will be better but
the cutting edge will be-
come blunt more quickly. Surface finish improves ¡ Surface hnish deteriorates

Time between resharpening I Time between resharpening
is reduced is increased

mm
1,5
mm
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A further factor that
determines the quality of
the surface finish is the
peak-tovalley height.
That is the depth to which
the cutting knives enter
the wood.
The workpiece surface is
all the more better the
smaller the peak-to valley
height.

The peak-to-valley height
(t) depends upon the
length (or pitch) of the
arcs (Sz) and the diameter
or cutting circle of the
tool (D).
This can be calculated by
applying this simplified
formula.

The moulding machine
must have the following
features as a basis for
jointing:
- heavy-duty machine

body
- smooth feed system
- high-c apacity spindles
- optimal spindle speed

- jointing facility

The WEINIG
HYDROMAI meets all
these requirements.

In the case ofjointed tools
the pitch mark can be cal-
culated from the number
of cutters in the tool.

The jointing operation can
be repeated several times
which is to the avantage of
the tool life. To always
ensure a uniform high
quality surface finish of
the workpiece the cham-
fer or heel produced on
the point of the knife
when jointing must not
exceed a certain width.

In the case of soft wood
this must not exceed
0.5 mm or 0.7 mm with
hard wood.

Ceramic bonded jointing
stones are used for high
speed steel or stellite cut-
ters and jointing stones
with a diamond insert are
needed for carbide-tipped
knives.

The peak-to-valley height
(t) chosen determines the
end product just like the
cutter mark pitch.

Experience tells us that the
basis for a good surface
finish is a peak-to-valley
height in the region of
approx. 0.005 Ítm.

Example:

Feed speed (v)
spindle speed (n)
Number of knives (z)

Pitch mark (s2)

: 40 m/min.: 6,000 rpm:4
40 x 1000 : 1.66 mm
6000 x 4

t t v
t

O,OOO5 mm O,OO1 o,003 o,oo5 o,o08 O,01 o,o3 o,o5

f r rrlr r r lrr r rlrr r J rr r f r --f r r rl

high quality
e.g. fumiture

average quality
e.g. building moulding

lower quality
e.g. building timber

{
)

Jointing
chamfer

10 15



Hydro-tool
0.005 >

Conventional
tool
0.05 >

As a result of the given
true running tolerance of
the cutting spindle there is
only a difference of 0.002
to 0.005 mm in the cut-
ting circle of the different
cutting knives.

However, even this mini-
mal tolerance means that
still just One knife deter-
mines the surface finish of
the workpieces.

To ensure that all cutting
knives have an absolutely
uniform cutting circle and
as a result are all surface
determining the cutting
spindle tool has to be
folnted on the moulder.
This means that the
knives are honed with a
jointing stone at the run-
ning speed of the cutter
spindle. In this way any
given tolerances in the
tool cutting circle are eli-
minated.

conventional
or hydrc-clamp¡ng?
For us this is not a ques-

tion of what we believe in.
'We offer the most suitable
lÍlfe¡n¡g cutter head for
any required surface finish
and feed speecl. 

'We 
offer

these tools with or with-
out hydro-clamping and
we shall be only too
pleased to supply you with
either system.

Tools w¡th conven-
tional clamp¡ng are
mounted on the spindle
and fastened with a
spindle nut.

They can be mounted on
all machines but limits are
set in respect of the qual-
ity of the surface finish
and the feed speed. Why?
A certain tolerance in fit is
necessary when mounting
a cutter head. This can
amount to as much as
0.05 mm.
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This given tolerance
causes the tool to run
eccentrically on the
spindle.
The result is that although
all the cutters are cutting
only the cutting knife with
the greatest projection
determines the quality of
the surface.

If the pitch mark is calcu-
lated according to the
formula

v x 1000sz - nxz
then only al is

to be applied for z (num-
ber of cutting knives on
the tool).

As a result of this "one
knife finishing" it is not
possible to achieve a shor-
ter pitch mark with a con-
ventional tool, is to say
even if additional knives
are employed there will be
no distinct improvement
in the surface finish.

If on the other hand the
feed speed (v) is reduced,
the pitch mark is short-
ened.

This means that a good
surface quality finish is
only obtained with con-
ventional tools at a rela-
tively slow feed speed, i.e.
at 8-t2 m/min.

We have developed the
WEINIG IIYDRO
SYSTEM for high feed
speeds and high quality
surface finishes.

T0ols w¡th hydraulic
clamplng are not mount-
ed mechanically but hy-
draulically. The channels
and chambers in the cut-
ter head are filled with
grease. The pressure in the
channels is increased to
300 bar with a high-pres-
sure grease gun.
In this way the walls of
the grease chambers are
expanded and the cutter
head is clamped firmly on
the spindle in the centrê
and wlthout any play.
This applies both to the
spindle on the tool grind-
ing machine as on the
moulding machine.

The tool can be easily and
conveniently taken off the
spindle once the pressure
has been removed.

The concentricity or true
running acclJracy achieved
on the grinding machine
trough hydro-clamping can
be transferred completely
to the moulding machine.

There is therefore no toler-
ance or play given with
hydro-tools unlike conven-
tional tools.

----{>

+

Ç Release valve

--+--+
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Example:
Feed speed (v)
spindle speed (n)
Number of knives (z)

Pitch mark (sz)

: L2 m/min.: 6,000 rpm:4
L2 x 1000 :2mm
6000 x0 1

Example:
Feed speed (v)
spindle speed (n)
Number of knives (z)

Pitch mark (s2)

: 8 m/min.: 6,000 rpm:4
8 x 1000

6000 x (1
: 1.3 mm

t2 13


